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Timeline of the Recent ICFA ILC-Related Events (2020-2022)
“ILC as a Global Project” 
 international project, led by Japanese initiative

 Letter from MEXT Minister Hagiuda to ICFA Chair (May 31, 2021):

Three keys to move ILC forward:
 Technical feasibility ( Pre-lab funding, but … in the context of the ILC cost-sharing)
 International cost sharing (ILC  governments, beyond the IDT framework)
 Broad consensus in Japan ( public, japanese physics community)

 MEXT re-convened the Expert Panel  see Keisuke Fujii talk

S. Henderson



As seen in March 2021:
S. Yamashita @ LCWS2021
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Strengthen US-Japan Discussion Group:
cost reduction R&D, governance discussion
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ICFA/LCB
@Tokyo

Pre-lab
2022 – 2026
[4 -5 years]

＊ICFA: international organization of researchers consisting of directors of world’s major accelerator labs and representatives of researchers
＊ILC pre-lab: International research organization for the preparation of ILC based on agreements among world’s major accelerator labs such as KEK, CERN, FNAL, DESY, etc.

7-Mar-2019

MEXT
panel

Summarize
opinions of 
relevant 
ministries

European Particle Physics Strategy Update (EPPSU)

EPPSU adopted
by CERN Council

Agreement on governance, 
operation, sharing of cost 
and human resources

KEK International WG

Construction
2026 – 2035
[9 years]

Negotiations on international sharing
[2019 fall–]

ICFA/LCB
@SLAC

20-Feb-2020

19-Jun-2020

Statement
by Japan

Statement
by Japan

Transition
Phase

Preparation Phase Construction7Phase

2021 20232022 2026

May 2019 – Oct 2019

Feb
2020

Discussion Group with European partners: 
[JP/DE: Jul 2019–]  [JP/DE/FR/UK: Feb 2020–]

Good enough design for the final approval of construction, resolution of  remaining technical issues 

SCJ Master Plan

Jan 2020

Input
from US

International
Development Team
Aug 2020 – 2022

(2 years)

Collaboration of
research labs

Prepare for Pre-lab
and Accelerator/
Detector/Physics

Basic idea of international sharing 
of human and material resources

Processes and Approximate Timelines Towards Realization of ILC

S. Yamashita



International Development Team To Prepare ILC Pre-Lab 
 Clarify the function and organization of the ILC Pre-lab
 Develop a common understanding for the condition to start the ILC Pre-Lab
 Provide an international framework for the ILC accelerator effort
 Coordinate further R&D and engineering design work…for a smooth transition to the ILC Pre-

lab phase
 Provide an international framework for the ILC physics and detector activities
 Coordinate physics and detector R&D effort…for smooth transition to the ILC Pre-lab phase

 Three Working Groups formed
to carry out work of IDT:

 Work with national authorities 
to help in… establishing the ILC 
Pre-lab

 Negotiate with international 
scientific partners… for 
resources needed for Pre-lab, 
and …

 Pre-lab will build up confidence
on the project, which is essential
for meaningful governmental 
decisions

https://linearcollider.org/

Established in 
August 2020



IDT Activities in 2021  
 Biweekly working group meetings for the accelerator (WG2) and physics and detector

(WG3) with many subgroup meetings

 Weekly Executive Board meetings and occasional WG1 meeting when necessary.

 Pre-lab proposal completed in June 2021 together with a Technical Preparation document.
Proposal describes:
 Goal (move from technical to engineering description and support intergovernmental 

discussion); 
 Organisation and start-up (international collaboration of laboratories with small 

headquarters in Japan for coordination)
Work packages for the accelerator and civil construction (in-kind contribution MoU with 

laboratories)
 Material budget and required personnel (57.6M ILCU and 364 FTE-yr for the accelerator, 

civil engineering related work taken by Japan)
 Time plan (4 years),
 Timeframe for establishing the physics programme
 Technical Preparation document gives further technical details on the accelerator work 

packages

 Organising a physics workshop to attract more peoples to the ILC, beyond the traditional
collider community : ILCX2021 in November 2021, with an industry forum and discussion
on the “green” aspects.

T. Nakada



ILC Pre-lab Proposal & Technical Preparation Document
Pre-lab proposal developed and 

submitted to MEXT on Jun. 2, 2021:

arXiv: 2106.00602

Technical Preparation Document:

http://doi.org/10.5281/ zenodo.4742018



IDT - WG2: Technical Preparation Document
IDT - WG2 summarized the technical preparation as Work Packages (WPs) 

for the Pre-Lab stage in the Technical preparation Document

S. Michizono @ ILCX2021



Examples of the ILC-related Worldwide Efforts

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5535621 S. Michizono @ ILCX2021



Some other Highlights of the ILCX2021 Workshop
IDT-WG3: Provide an international framework for the ILC physics and detector activities and coordinating efforts 
in order to sustain the community effort and guarantee a smooth transition to the ILC Pre-Lab phase

 Evaluating the relevance of ILC’s beam dumps 
for fixed target experiments;

 « Industry Forum »  create a Basis for 
International Cooperation in the industrial sector,
including green accelerator technologies

 "Green ILC" for the environment
(Green ILC WG, AAA)  local Tohoku activities

https://tipdc.org/assets/uploads/2020/12/guideline03.pdf(in Japanese)
https://tipdc.org/assets/uploads/2020/12/guideline04.pdf(in Japanese)



EJADE II Proposal (under discussion)



The Next Step and Summary
 The original timescale to start the ILC Pre-lab was too optimistic

 there was no progress in the “top-down” governmental approach in 2022

 ICFA needs to review the situation during the next meeting in March 2022:
i.e. the “Full Pre-lab” cannot start with the timescale given by ICFA;
 Should ICFA continue its support for the ILC constructed in Japan as an international 

project?
 If so, under which condition and time scale?

 IDT is developing ideas needed for the continuation case: e.g.
 1) Start, in 2022, some of the crucial accelerator work packages defined in the Pre-lab 

proposal (a-la “adiabatic start of the Pre-lab”);
 2) Start regular working group meetings among suitable level of people from the 

governmental authorities, possibly assisted by the scientists, to prepare for high level 
discussion.

 Many issues to be addressed:
 For 1) in particular, prospect for the appreciable amount of budget to KEK by MEXT for 

the accelerator R&D, whose purpose includes the ILC, in 2022 would be necessary;
 Conclusions of the review by the MEXT Advisory Panel for the ILC progress for the last 

three years and Prelab proposal is expected by early March. Will they include a 
supporting statement for 1) to happen?

Will the Japanese colleagues persuade MEXT to achieve this?
Will the laboratories worldwide go along with this scenario to participate in the WPs?

T. Nakada



Final Remarks

 Political process in Japan have been stalled for quite some time
 is there any chance to re-start « top-down » political approach in 2022

 Without positive signs from Japan indicating their interest in hosting the ILC,
situation in other countries will not change

 The level of discussion group meetings between MEXT and foreign counterparts
does not allow for meaningful multi-lateral discussions on ILC & cost-sharing

IS ANYTHING ELSE STILL POSSIBLE TO UNLOCK 
THE ILC SITUATION IN JAPAN ???
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